
PARIS: French President Emmanuel Macron this week
hosts African leaders and chiefs of global financial insti-
tutions for twin summit meetings that will seek to help
Sudan into a new democratic era and provide Africa
with critical financing swept away by the COVID-19
pandemic.

A conference today attended by several heads of state
will aim to rally support for the Sudan government under
Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok in the transition after the
2019 ousting of longtime strongman Omar Al-Beshir. This
will be followed by a summit tomorrow on African
economies that will try to fill a financing shortfall of
almost $300 billion caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Both meetings, held in a temporary exhibition center
under the shadow of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, will be a
chance for Macron to show himself as a statesman on
Africa whose influence goes beyond the continent’s fran-
cophone regions. With some two dozen African heads of
state due to attend Tuesday’s summit, it will be one of the
biggest in person top level meetings held during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

It should also see a rare visit to France by Rwandan
President Paul Kagame as Paris presses for reconciliation
with Kigali after a historical report made clear France’s
failings in preventing the 1994 genocide.

‘Explore opportunities’ 
Hamdok told AFP in an interview ahead of the meeting

he hopes Sudan can help wipe out a $60 billion foreign
debt bill this year by securing relief and investment deals
at the Paris conference. Sudan’s debts to the Paris Club,
which includes major creditor countries, is estimated to

make up around 38 percent of its total $60 billion foreign
debt. “We are going to the Paris conference to let foreign
investors explore the opportunities for investing in
Sudan,” Hamdok said.

“We are not looking for grants or donations,” he
added. Hamdok and his government have pushed to
rebuild the crippled economy and end Sudan’s interna-
tional isolation under Bashir, whose three-decade iron-
fisted rule was marked by economic hardship and inter-
national sanctions.

Sudan was taken off Washington’s blacklist of state
sponsors of terrorism in December, removing a major
hurdle to foreign investment. But many challenges still lie
ahead. His government has been pushing to forge peace
with rebel groups to end conflicts in the western region
of Darfur as well the southern states of South Kordofan
and Blue Nile.

‘New, cheaper, longer’ 
Africa has so far been less badly hit by the Covid-19

pandemic than other global regions-with a total of
130,000 dead across the continent-although the human
catastrophe in India shows it is way too early to sound
the all clear. But the economic cost is only too apparent,
with the International Monetary Fund warning in the
autumn that Africa faces a shortfall in the funds needed
for future development-a financial gap-of $290 billion up
to 2023.

A moratorium on the service of public debt agreed by
the Paris Club and the G20 in April last year was wel-
comed but will not be enough on its own. Many want a
moratorium on the service of all external debt until the
end of the pandemic. “We are collectively in the process
of abandoning Africa by using solutions that date from
the 1960s,” Macron said last month, warning that failure
would lead to reduced economic opportunity, sudden
migration flows and even the expansion of terrorism.

International financial leaders attending will include
IMF chief Kristalina Georgieva as well as World Bank
managing director of operations Axel van Trotsenburg.
Serge Ekue, the president of the West African
Development Bank (BOAD), told AFP that Africa needed
much longer loan maturities that went beyond seven
years and interest rates that were 3 percent rather than 6
percent.

“In West Africa, the average age is 20. You walk in
(Ivory Coast’s biggest city) Abidjan and there is incredi-
ble energy,” he said, noting that Africa had seen growth
rates of 5-6 percent in the last years. “The issue is there-
fore not so much a moratorium as obtaining low rates.
Because it is better to issue new, cheaper and longer debt
than to obtain a suspension,” he said. — AFP
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Expect choppiness 
in US economic 
recovery: Expert
WASHINGTON: Expect “choppiness” in the
US economic recovery as different sectors
bounce back at varying speeds, but inflation will
not be a long-term problem, a top White House
official said Friday.

Cecilia Rouse, chair of the Council of
Economic Advisers, said the current turbulence
is unpredictable. For example, she joked, the
government health authority’s ruling on Thursday
that vaccinated people can safely drop their
coronavirus masks suddenly means “we now
anticipate an oversupply of masks and an under-
supply of lipstick.”

“In all seriousness, different sectors of the
economy will come back online at different
times,” she told reporters. “Given the extraordi-
nary and unprecedented circumstances of the
pandemic, it will remain difficult for analysts to
accurately forecast economic data.” Rouse said
this week’s figures showing a leap in consumer
prices, as well as last week’s hugely disappoint-
ing employment data, need to be seen in context.

An average of half a million jobs have been
created every month since January, she said,
while the inflation figures reflected wild, yet tem-
porary swings in economic activity as Americans
emerge from partial lockdowns-particularly a
return to air travel and buying cars. “Airline
prices ticked up because they had completely
cratered last year,” she said.

Those ticket prices still have some way to go
to reach pre-pandemic levels-heralding more
inflation-but the increases will eventually
plateau, as pent-up demand is satiated.

“I do not expect those prices to continue...
because at some point people will stop,” she
said. “I don’t think people take multiple vaca-
tions.” “There’s going to be some choppiness,”
Rouse said. Runaway inflation, however, is not on
the White House’s horizon.

“People fully expect this inflation to be tem-
porary,” Rouse said. “There are not the sort of
structural factors that should lead to an inflation
that the Federal Reserve cannot control.”

Rouse pointed out that the current recovery
was in response to significant gains in taming the
Covid-19 pandemic through vaccinations.
However, she cautioned that there is a long way
to go, meaning more economic uncertainty. “We
are making fabulous progress in this country, in
terms of controlling the virus, but I’d like to
remind you that only 58 percent of adults have
had one shot at least,” she said. Only a quarter of
18- to 29-year-olds are fully inoculated. “We are
still eight million jobs down from where we were
last year. We have a long way to go.” — AFP

PORTO: France’s President Emmanuel Macron (center) talks with Hungary’s Prime Minister Viktor Orban (right) and Poland’s Prime
Minister Mateusz Morawiecki (left) after a meeting as part of the European Social Summit hosted by the Portuguese presidency of
the Council of the European Union at the Palacio de Cristal in Porto. Macron  hosts African leaders and chiefs of global financial
institutions for twin summit meetings in Paris today. — AFP

US pipeline 
hacker Darkside 
shut down
WASHINGTON: Russia-based cyber-extortionist
Darkside appeared out of business Friday after
unknown actors shut down the servers of the group,
which had forced the closure of a large US oil pipeline
in a multi-million dollar ransomware scam. US cyber
security firm Recorded Future said that Darkside had
admitted in a web post that it lost access to certain
servers used for its web blog and for payments.

Recorded Future threat intelligence analyst Dmitry
Smilyanets said he found a Russian language comment
on a ransomware website ostensibly from “Darksupp”,
described as the operator of Darkside. “A few hours
ago, we lost access to the public part of our infrastruc-
ture, namely: Blog. Payment server. DOS servers,”
Darksupp wrote. Accessed via TOR on the dark web,
the Darkside site address showed a notice saying it
could not be found. Recorded Future reported that the
Darkside operator also said cryptocurrency ransom
payments had been withdrawn from its server, dealing
a setback to the group which had marketed itself as a
formal business for hijacking victims’ IT systems until
they paid to unlock them.

Speculation focused on who could have taken down
Darkside’s computers after it had spent the past half-
year extorting millions of dollars from companies
which fell victim to its ransomware. Some suspected
that the US military’s Cyber Command took action,
pointing to the Twitter account of the Pentagon’s
780th Military Intelligence Brigade, a hacking unit that
retweeted the Recorded Future report shortly after it
came out. Asked in a Congressional hearing Friday if
they were taking action against Darkside, Cyber
Command Commander General Paul Nakasone said he
would not discuss the unit’s operations.

Ireland hit by ransomware 
The Darkside episode came as ransomware actors

continued to wreak havoc across the globe.
Ireland’s health authority said Friday it had shut

down its computer systems after experiencing a “sig-
nificant ransomware attack.” And another extortionist
group, Babuk, continued to release sensitive online
files stolen from the Washington metropolitan police
department. It has demanded a seven-figure payout
from the main security body of the US capital city.

Darkside, which only surfaced online late last year,
was behind the attack last week on Colonial Pipeline
that forced the shutdown of its network shipping
gasoline, diesel and aviation fuel across much of the
eastern half of the United States. That sparked fuel
shortages and long lines at gas stations across much of
the southeast. On Thursday Colonial said it had
resumed fuel deliveries along its 5,500 mile (8,850
kilometers) pipeline amid unconfirmed reports it had
paid Darkside $5 million to end the cyber-siege. The
attention that the Colonial shutdown brought to
Darkside and the apparent attack on it appeared to
spark turmoil in the flourishing ransomware “industry,”
in which hackers and owners of the ransomware soft-
ware and payment operations openly collaborate on
mainly Russian language forums.—AFP

In this file photo, brand new Tesla cars sit in front of a Tesla dealership in Corte Madera, California. After a rush of shopping in
March, US consumers took a break in April and total retail sales were flat, according to government data. — AFP

Image shows the Colonial Pipeline Houston Station facility in
Pasadena, Texas (East of Houston). US President Joe Biden said
that a Russia-based group was behind the ransomware attack
that forced the shutdown of the largest oil pipeline in the east-
ern United States. — AFP

Stocks rebound on 
bargain-buying 
after inflation rout
NEW YORK: Bargain-buying Friday helped major
markets bounce back from some of this week’s steep
losses as investors bet on the US economy’s recovery,
despite lingering inflation fears.

Oil prices recovered after heavy losses a day earlier
to end the week in the black as equities rose, but the
dollar lost ground following recent gains. Bitcoin fin-
ished below $50,000 after oscillating throughout the
day. Global stocks have been convulsed for months by
expectations that a blockbuster global recovery will

send prices rocketing, forcing central banks-particu-
larly the Federal Reserve-to taper the ultra-loose mon-
etary policies that have helped drive a rally for more
than a year.

But in the United States, the economy appears to
be “opening at a faster clip” and the price gains that
come with it may not be a problem, Quincy Krosby of
Prudential Financial said. “It seems as if the market is
accepting that as long as it also is in concert with the
economy doing better and corporate earnings doing
better, it can withstand a little bit more inflation,”
Krosby told AFP.

Wall Street gained definitively after three back-to-
back losses earlier in the week, with the Dow finishing
up 1.1 percent and the Nasdaq adding 2.3 percent,
though the indices were about the same amount lower
for the week overall.  Major European markets closed
around one percent ahead, with manufacturers lifting
London’s FTSE after BAE Systems and Rolls Royce

each scored three percent gains. While central bank
officials have been in no rush to change course,
investors have been preparing for what they see as the
inevitable, selling firms at risk from higher interest
rates, such as in the tech sector, and buying those that
benefit.

The scorching inflation narrative was reinforced this
week with US consumer prices coming in far above
estimates on Wednesday, followed by data Thursday
showing the wholesale price index at its highest since
comparable records began in 2010. Fawad Razaqzada,
market analyst with ThinkMarkets, was nonetheless
unworried, saying, “There is a sense of calm returning
to the market with investors happy to buy the dip in
the markets of stocks, especially cyclical.”

Razaqzada said Fed consensus appeared to be “that
inflation is likely to rise somewhat further before mod-
erating later this year. But I am sure the Fed is secretly
getting worried about the situation.”—AFP

US retail sales 
flat, inflation 
fears on rise
WASHINGTON: The US economic recovery showed
signs of hitting some turbulence as shoppers curbed
their spending last month and manufacturing slowed
due to supply bottlenecks.

After a rush of shopping in March, US retail sales
were flat in April, and while auto sales rose, vehicle
production fell amid a global semiconductor supply
crunch, according to government data released Friday.
Meanwhile, a private survey showed consumer confi-
dence fell due to concerns about rising prices as the
reopening of the world’s largest economy drives spec-
ulation of a sustained rise in inflation.

Officials in President Joe Biden’s administration
have tried to downplay the fears of a slowing recovery,
but acknowledged there could be some bumpy months
ahead. “This was an unprecedented economic down-
turn... where we completely powered down the econo-
my,” said Cecilia Rouse, chair of Biden’s Council of
Economic Advisers. “Given the extraordinary and
unprecedented circumstances of the pandemic, it will
remain difficult for analysts to accurately forecast eco-
nomic data until we have more fully recovered,” she
told reporters. The University of Michigan consumer
sentiment index fell more than six points to 82.8 in
May, amid increasing concerns about inflation. But the
survey showed “consumer spending will still advance
despite higher prices due to pent-up demand and
record saving balances.”

Fears the world’s largest economy will see an infla-
tionary spike have been gaining traction, fueled by
recent data showing prices surging as the economy
reopens following the COVID-19 shutdowns, including
a 4.2 percent year-on-year jump in the consumer price
index for April reported earlier this week.

Economists say the spikes reflect a rebound from
the price collapses one year ago as the pandemic
began, and also are pushed by supply bottlenecks as
industries struggle to return to normal.

But the Federal Reserve’s repeated assurances that
the issues are transitory have not eased the concerns.
Rouse said some price gains are due to unusual and
temporary factors, like rental companies buying up
cars to replenish their fleets. “There’s going to be some
choppiness” as the economy recovers, she said, but the
issues should not lead to inflation beyond the Fed’s
control.

‘Post-stimulus hangover’  
The volume of retail sales last month held steady at

just under $620 billion, as declines in clothing, sporting
goods, furniture, gasoline and even the roaring ecom-
merce market were offset by gains in cars, electronics,
food and health care, the Commerce Department said.

The cooling off came after a 10.7 percent jump in
March compared to February, but total retail sales in
April were more than 51 percent higher than the same
month last year, when the Covid-19 pandemic first
forced the near-shutdown of the world’s largest econ-
omy. Ian Shepherdson of Pantheon Macroeconomics
called the April pause “a modest post-stimulus hang-
over after the March binge.” The National Retail
Federation (NRF) stressed that while consumers
tapped the brakes last month, sales remain strong and
household finances are healthy.

“Consumers are demonstrating that when they feel
safe, they are both willing and able to spend and are
driving the economy forward,” NRF President
Matthew Shay said in a statement. 

He predicted “the economic recovery will likely
continue to gain steam as we head into the summer
months.” Motor vehicle and parts sales were up just
2.9 percent in the month, and excluding the auto sec-
tor, total retail sales actually fell 0.8 percent, according
to the report. And with more Americans vaccinated
against Covid-19 and authorities relaxing mask and
social distancing restrictions, sales at restaurants and
bars rose three percent, the report said. Online sales
slipped 0.3 percent-a rare decline-but are up 29 per-
cent from a year ago.

Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve said “supply chain
difficulties” kept US industrial output to a 0.7 percent
gain last month. Automakers have been forced to slow
or shut down plants amid a worldwide shortage of
semiconductors, and the Fed data showed production
of motor vehicles and parts fell 4.3 percent. —AFP


